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Can we use CNN hidden layers’ activations as features?

Slide credit: Yann LeCun



Are features extracted from CNN useful?
How “transferable” are these features to new datasets?

Can we generalize these features to new tasks?

Image credit: Zeiler and Fergus



Why we want to extract these features?
Impossible to train CNN with limited labelled examples - Need better representations!

Images credit: Pietro Perona, 2004 Object Recognition workshop

This is a pottopod



DeCAF: Step 1
Pre-train AlexNet with ILSVRC-2012 object recognition dataset (1.2M images)

Result: 42.9% error rate on the validation set

            



DeCAF: Step 2
Freeze all model parameters, and select a layer’s activations as the features

Which layer to use?

DeCAF1 DeCAF7DeCAF6DeCAF5



DeCAF: Step 2 cont.
Feature visualization (2-D embedding of high dimensional features) of ILSVRC-2012

LLC & GIST: two traditional computer vision features

DeCAF6 seems to work pretty well



DeCAF: Step 3

SVM image credit: Cho-Jui Hsieh

New task’s 
training images 

Simple classifiers (LR, SVM)

Features
(activations)

Pre-trained fixed parameter network
(trained with ImageNet on the object 
recognition task)



DeCAF for object recognition 
Caltech-101 dataset: a new dataset the network has never seen (but the same task)

Very few (~30) training samples for each class

Very few examples needed to get a 
reasonable accuracy

Mean Accuracy with 30 training samples per class

Too specificNot enough abstraction balanced



DeCAF for scene recognition 
SUN-397 dataset: scene categories like abbey, diner, mosque, stadium

Goal: classify the scene of the entire image (not the task that AlexNet is trained for)

Images from Wikipedia



DeCAF for scene recognition cont.
2-D visualization of feature DeCAF6 on a completely new dataset (SUN-397):



DeCAF for scene recognition cont. 
Average accuracy per class on SUN-397 with only 50 training samples and 50 test 
samples per class:

State-of-the-art (2013)



DeCAF for domain adaptation
Office dataset: images from different domains (Webcam, DSLR, amazon.com, etc)

Images credit: Judy Hoffman et al.

Source 
domain

 Target domain (with no 
or very few labels)



DeCAF for domain adaptation cont.

SURF, a traditional feature extraction method DeCAF6 features



DeCAF for domain adaptation cont.

Training with 
Source data only

Training with 
Target data only

Training with 
Source + Target

Simple classifiers

Adaptive classifiers

Features used for classifiers

Deep learning based method

Multi-class accuracy averaged across 5 
train/test splits for domain shift



DeCAF for subcategory recognition
UCSD-birds dataset



DeCAF for subcategory recognition cont.

DeCAF features + LR

Part localization
+DeCAF + LR

State-of-the-art (2013)

Part localization
+KDES feature



DeCAF: Performance Benefits

Simple classifiers
(very fast!) 

fully connected layers
(fc)

Computation time decomposition
for classifying a single image

>50% time is used in fully connected layers



Strength, weakness and possible extensions
Strength: features are generalizable to a new dataset or a new task; only need a 
few examples to learn a new task; features performs better than traditional 
hand-engineered features; computational efficiency (comparing to a full CNN)

Weakness: feature interpretability; how robust are these features (CNN can be 
fooled)?

Possible extensions: investigate more recent CNNs (VGG, ResNet, GoogLeNet, 
etc); how about using features from multiple layers? How can we refine DeCAF 
features given each new task?



DeCAF has been merged into CAFFE



Thank you!
I am grateful to Prof. Yong Jae Lee for his help and 
comments on improving my slides and presentation


